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We present the first spectrally resolved measurements of x-rays scattered from cryogenic
hydrogen jets in the single photon counting limit. The 120 Hz capabilities of the LCLS,
together with a novel hydrogen jet design1, allow for the ability to record a near background
free spectrum. Such high-dynamic-range x-ray scattering measurements enable a platform to
study ultra-fast, laser-driven, heating dynamics of hydrogen plasmas. This measurement has
been achieved using two Highly Annealed Pyrolytic Graphite (HAPG) crystal spectrometers
to spectrally resolve 5.5 keV x-rays elastically and inelastically scattered from cryogenic
hydrogen and focused on to Cornell-SLAC Pixel Array Detectors (CSPAD)2.

I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate characterization of hydrogen from the strongly
coupled cryogenic state to the high energy density (HED)
plasma state is a crucial goal towards advancing our un-
derstanding of astrophysical objects3 as well as achiev-
ing laser driven fusion4. The growing interest in under-
standing and predicting the properties of dense hydrogen
plasmas necessitates the development of accurate in situ
temperature and density probes. X-ray Thomson scat-
tering (XRTS) is a powerful diagnostic that can be used
to accurately characterize and measure the key proper-
ties of dense plasmas such as the temperature, density,
and ionization5. The characteristics of the Linac Coher-
ent Light Source (LCLS) have allowed for the develop-
ment of dynamic, high-precision XRTS experiments to
be performed with unprecedented resolution6,7. In this
letter, we will demonstrate a platform that can be used
to measure the properties of hydrogen through the use of
spectrally resolved scattering of 5.5 keV x-rays detected
by single-photon counting with the ability to reproduce
the spectral distribution to a fitting precision of ±1% as
compared to first-principle calculations.

A. X-ray Thomson scattering

X-ray Thomson scattering is the scattering of x-ray ra-
diation by electrons in a material that are either free,
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weakly bound, or tightly bound to the ion. The total
scattered x-ray spectrum demonstrates a unique inten-
sity profile and spectral shape that depends on a com-
bination of scattering contributions that are distinctly
related to the temperature, density, and ionization state
of the plasma8,9. In this paper, the hydrogen is probed in
a cryogenic state, therefore all the scattering comes from
bound and weakly bound electrons.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup can be observed in figure 1.
Here a 5 µm diameter hydrogen jet is created by in-
jecting liquid H2 from a helium cooled cryostat into a
vacuum chamber whereby the liquid will undergo evap-
orative cooling resulting in a liquid/solid cylindrical jet
of pure hydrogen. Separately the jet is then probed with
x-rays at photon energies of 5.5 keV produced from the
Linac Coherent Light Source 5 mm away from the cryo-
stat nozzle. The LCLS beam has a duration of ∼70 fs at
a repetition rate of 120 Hz. Thus the collected scattered
x-rays are gated by the time duration of the x-ray laser
and accumulated for 80 seconds (≈10,000 events).

Scattered x-rays from the jet are collected at fixed an-
gles of θ=10◦ and θ=170◦. Such a geometry allows for
direct measurements of the static structure factor from
elastically scattered x-rays in the forward direction10 and
can be properly normalized from inelastically scattered
x-rays in the backward scattering geometry following the
f -sum rules of particle conservation11.

A. HAPG crystal spectrometer design

Figure 2 shows the details of the spectrometer design
fielded inside the MEC target chamber. A 50 µm thick
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FIG. 1. Experimental configuration at the MEC (Matter in
Extreme Conditions) end-station of the LCLS showing a 5.5
keV LCLS x-ray beam focused to 5 µm scattering from a
5 µm diameter H2-jet. The scattered photons are captured
on two x-ray crystal spectrometers; (left) Backward HAPG
crystal spectrometer resolving inelastic Compton scattered x-
rays at θ = 170◦; (right) Forward HAPG crystal spectrometer
resolving elastically scattered x-rays at θ = 10◦.

FIG. 2. Computer-aided design (CAD) model of the entire
spectrometer setup and configuration.

HAPG crystal of dimensions 30x32 mm and a radius
of curvature (ROC) of 77.5 mm is used to focus the
scattered x-ray signal in the non-dispersive direction on
to a CSPAD oriented in a Von Hamos geometry to in-
crease the collection efficiency12. The spectrometer is a
fixed mono-angle spectrometer with the crystal on an ad-
justable rail, that can be moved to cover x-ray energies
from 7 keV (280 mm focal length) to 4 keV (150 mm focal
length). For this experiment, measuring 5.5 keV x-rays,

it is positioned at 217 mm focusing distance. The spec-
tral dispersion follows directly from the geometry, and is
calculated to be ∼1.22 eV/100 µm pixel at 5.5 keV.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Due to the low scattering cross section of hydrogen
atoms, small collection angle, and inherent inefficien-
cies involved with crystal spectrometers, only one pho-
ton can be collected per event necessitating the need for
ultrabright x-rays sources that operate at high repetition
rates.

FIG. 3. A normalized histogram of the total accumulated x-
ray signal. The histogram demonstrates two Lorentzian dis-
tributions that contribute to the measured signal. (light blue)
Distribution of the background. (light orange) Distribution
of the scattered 5.5 keV x-ray signal.

A detailed analysis of figure 3 shows that one scatter-
ing photon at 5.5 keV generates approximately 27 pixel
counts on the detector. A threshold value of 18 pixel
counts can be inferred from the histogram by choosing a
value that minimizes the signal contribution from back-
ground (dark current) while also maximizing the con-
tribution from the scattered signal. A comparison be-
tween Figure 4a and Figure 4b demonstrates that with
the proper thresholding value one can separate the pho-
tons collected from the background with those that are
scattered from the hydrogen, over an 80 second accumu-
lation period, resulting in the ability to measure a near
background free spectrum with a signal to noise (S/N)
improvement of 20× at θ = 10◦ and 250× at θ = 170◦.

Figure 5 demonstrates the integrated XRTS spectrum
from the forward (k=0.5 Å−1) and backward (k=5.5
Å−1) scattering geometries. The results are compared to
first-principle calculations of the bound-free inelastic con-
tribution using Impulse Approximation13 and an average
source function fit that is modeled using a non-linear op-
timization method to decompose the overlapping x-ray
laser signals into its component parts. Impulse Approx-
imation assumes that the electrons, which contribute to
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FIG. 4. Raw integrated spectrum of x-rays focused on the
CSPAD. (top) Backward scattering geometry with and with-
out thresholding.(bottom) Forward scattering geometry with
and without thresholding. Including only the counts which
exceed the threshold increases the S/N ratio of 20× for
θ = 10◦ and 250× for θ = 170◦.

FIG. 5. The total measured scattered x-ray signal, spec-
trally resolved after single photon thresholding is applied to
the analysis. (blue) Forward elastically scattered x-rays at
k=0.5 Å−1. (green) Source function fit. (black) Inelastically
scattered x-rays in the backward k=5.5 Å−1 geometry. (red)
Impulse Approximation bound-free calculations/fit.

the scattering, may be treated as free rather than bound.
The model uses plane wave hydrogenic wavefunctions to

calculate the momentum distribution where the energy
difference from the initial and final states approaches zero
using a constant instantaneous potential.

There is considerable agreement with the measured
bound-free spectrum and the Impulse Approximation
model. A fitting error of ±1% is determined by the cal-
culated RMS (root mean squared) of the pairwise differ-
ences between the noise in the data compared to the fit
of the theoretical dynamic structure factor. Monitoring
this distribution as the temperature and density of the
hydrogen plasma increases, one can accurately measure
the ionization state of the plasma, as the electrons will
transition from a bound state to a free state resulting in
a distribution that is directly related to the density and
temperature of the system14, changing both the width
and the shape.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this report we show that in the single photon counting
limit, accurate measurements of x-ray scattering from hy-
drogen can be made with high signal to noise. The results
from this study have been compared to first-principle cal-
culations and demonstrate a reproducible spectrum with
a fitting error of ±1% that can be achieved from 120
Hz high-rep rate data accumulation. This high-dynamic-
range x-ray scattering measurement can be used as a
platform to study ultra-fast, laser-driven, high temper-
ature heating dynamics of hydrogen plasmas in the col-
lective and non-collective scattering regime using an ul-
trabright x-ray source.
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